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Pod
Dusty

Pod liked poems and every time he shared his 
poems with Dusty, he started the little robot 
thinking. This time Dusty was thinking about the 
leaves in Pod’s poem.
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Autumn leaves float quietly down

And form a carpet on the ground.

But when those leaves are stepped upon,

Listen for the crackling sound.
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Dusty liked writing explanations for his robot 
friends and now that it was autumn, he wanted 
to explain why some leaves were changing colour 
and falling off the trees.

They did the same 
thing every autumn, 
but why?Sa
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He’d sorted out his titletitletitletitle
and his introductionintroductionintroductionintroduction.

Introduction
The leaves of some types of trees 
change from green to beautiful shades 
of yellow, orange and brown before 
they fall off the tree in the autumn.
Why do some leaves change colour 

and fall off the tree?

Why do some leaves 
change colour?
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If you’ve got a problem

that you can’t explain,

write it in a flow chart

then it’s clear again.

He’d remembered 
Pod’s rhyme.

Introduction
The leaves of some types of trees 
change from green to beautiful shades 
of yellow, orange and brown before 
they fall off the tree in the autumn.
Why do some leaves change colour 

and fall off the tree?

Why do some leaves 
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He’d made a flow chartflow chartflow chartflow chart to 
help him keep his ideas in 
the right order.

Leaves fall from
the tree.

Leaves start to
change colour.

Why do some leaves 
change colour?

It’s autumn

Now he was ready 
to write!

If you’ve got a problem

that you can’t explain,

write it in a flow chart

then it’s clear again.

New leaves grow.

Introduction
The leaves of some types of trees 
change from green to beautiful shades 
of yellow, orange and brown before 
they fall off the tree in the autumn.
Why do some leaves change colour 

and fall off the tree?
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Why do some leaves Why do some leaves Why do some leaves Why do some leaves Why do some leaves Why do some leaves Why do some leaves Why do some leaves 
change colour?change colour?change colour?change colour?change colour?change colour?change colour?change colour?
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The leaves of 
some types of 
trees change 
from green to 
beautiful 
shades of 
yellow, orange 
and brown 
before they fall 
off the tree in 
the autumn.Sa
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Why do some leaves change colour and fall Why do some leaves change colour and fall Why do some leaves change colour and fall Why do some leaves change colour and fall 
off the tree?off the tree?off the tree?off the tree?

Read on and you will find out!Read on and you will find out!Read on and you will find out!Read on and you will find out!
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Leaves are important. 
They use sunlight to 
make food for the tree.

Some trees lose all 
their leaves every year 
but if leaves are so 
important, why do 
Some trees lose them?

Trees lose leaves 
because in the autumn 
there’s not enough 
sunlight for the leaves 
to make food.
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By the time autumn 
comes, the tree only 
has enough food 
stored to feed the 
branches and the 
tree trunk through 
the winter. 

There isn’t enough 
food for the leaves 
and it’s harder to get 
water from the soil 
in the winter time so, 
the tree has to lose 
its leaves.
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Trees don’t wait 
for it to get so 
cold that it’s hard 
to find water and 
they don’t wait 
for autumn winds 
and cold weather 
to damage their 
leaves. Instead, 
they get ready to 
lose their leaves 
long before that 
happens.
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First a corky layer 
grows across the 
leaf stalk.

When that 
happens, water 
can’t get to the 
leaf anymore.

The corky layer 
forms here.
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New leaves start out green in colour. They are 
green because they have something inside called 
chlorophyllchlorophyllchlorophyllchlorophyll that makes them green.

The green colour comes 
from the chlorophyll and it 
hides all the other colours.
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When the leaf can’t get any more water, the 
chlorophyllchlorophyllchlorophyllchlorophyll that makes leaves green, breaks down 
and the other colours in the leaves – red, yellow 
and orange – appear.
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Then the leaf dries out and dies. After that, on a 
windy day, the wind blows it off the tree.

dead leaves
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When the leaf falls it leaves a 
scar. Next to the scar are new 
leaf buds.

Soon all the old 
leaves will have 
fallen off the tree.

leaf scar

dead leaves

new bud

leaf scar
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Then the tree, with 
its new leaf buds, 
will rest and wait 
until spring.

new bud
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When spring 
comes, the buds 
will begin to open.bud
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New leaves 
will appear.
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Until autumn comes again, the leaves will all be……….
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…….. green!…….. green!…….. green!…….. green!…….. green!…….. green!…….. green!…….. green!
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